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We are pleased to present you with a review copy of The Moon Upstairs: A Bikers Story (Book 4 in the Series). Available
wherever books are sold in more than 150 countries, The Moon Upstairs is distributed by the Ingram Book Company
(www.ingrambook.com) and can be ordered through Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com
This is Edward Winterhalder’s nineth book about the Harley-Davidson / Biker lifestyle and his 2nd co-authored with Marc
Teatum. Their previous collaboration, One Light Coming: A Bikers Story (Book 3 in the Series) has been getting rave
reviews since its release in October of 2011.

The Moon Upstairs is a thriller, a murder mystery and a love story all rolled into one! Readers are taken on a tour of the
outlaw biker community; to its rallies, inside it’s clubhouses, inside the lives and deaths of a nearly invisible part of
American society After serving ten years in prison for manslaughter, former Skuldmen motorcycle club president Landon
Blues McKendry is released on parole. Instead of using violence to make his mark in the world, he is now armed with a
university degree in architecture and a new guiding light Buddhist philosophy. The biker is on a mission to reunite with his
fourteen-year-old daughter Justine, the only surviving member of his family, but a restraining order and condition of
parole prohibits Blues from seeing her. The restraining order, put in place by the maternal grandparents who have raised
the girl since the death of her mother and brother, mandates that Blues will return to jail if he contacts the teenager.
Appearing to lead an exemplary lifestyle, Blues has hardly become a model citizen. As he tries to rebuild his life, he
crosses paths with bikers who have anything but his best interest at heart. The biker breaks parole by contacting his
daughter, and learns in the process that she harbors a deep hatred for him, as he begins the long, hard journey to
reconnect with the only family he has left.
Edward Winterhalder is one of the world’s leading authorities on motorcycle clubs and the Harley-Davidson biker lifestyle;
his books are published in multiple languages and sold all over the world. He was a member, and/or an associate, of
outlaw motorcycle clubs for almost thirty years. The creator and executive producer of the Biker Chicz, PHASS MOB &
Living on the Edge television series, Winterhalder has appeared worldwide on television networks such as Bravo, Prime,
CBC, Fox, National Geographic, History Channel, Global and History Television. In addition to his literary endeavors, he is
a consultant to the entertainment industry for TV, feature film and DVD projects that focus on the Harley-Davidson biker
lifestyle.
Marc Teatum lives in Massachusetts and was formerly an editor of UPDATE, the Massachusetts Motorcycle Association
members magazine. He is currently working in the publishing industry as a content licensing manager. An avid HarleyDavidson enthusiast for more than twenty-five years, Teatum is active in motorcycle rights organizations in the Boston
area. His other writings can be found at: http://1lightcoming.blogspot.com
Both Edward Winterhalder and Marc Teatum are available for book signings, appearances and interviews. If I can be of
any help to you, please do not hesitate to contact me
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